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3 Strange loops



• Good art also strives to
incorporate the elements of
self-similarity — although this
is generally done subtly.

• In a great work of art each
image must be related to the
others in terms of its geometry
and metaphorical themes.

• Artists and sculptors have
always been inspired by the
complex forms of nature.



Jackson Pollock

• American painter
(January 28, 1912 –
August 11, 1956)

• major figure in the
abstract expressionist
movement.

• He was well known for
his unique style of drip
painting.



Autumn Rhythm (Number 30) — 1950 Jackson Pollock’s abstract expressionist drip painting.



• Autumn Rhythm (Number 30) —
1950 Jackson Pollock’s abstract
expressionist drip painting.

• Different colors, brown, gray, and
white occupy fixed amount of the
canvas, whatever the size of the grid.

• Fractal dimension (measured)
DPollock = 1.6



Different fractal dimension of J. Pollock paintings



Van Gogh

• van Gogh, Dutch Post-Impressionist painter
(1853 – 1890).

• Working reflects his studies and wide-rang of
his artistic knowledge

• Years of anxiety – frequent bouts of mental
illness,

Self-Portrait with Bandaged Ear 1889 (250 Kb); Oil on canvas,
60 x 49 cm; Courtauld Institute Galleries, London →→→



• Vortices in Starry night

• Vincent van Gogh
(1889)

• just after the Starry
Night Over the Rhone
(1888)

• Oil on canvas, 73.7 cm
92.1 cm (29 in 36 1.4 in)

• depicts the view from
the east-facing window of
his asylum room at
Saint-Rémy-de-Provence,



Van Gogh

• Vortices in Van Gogh’s famous painting, Starry Night in
figure (a)

• appears to be taken directly from the meandering stream
winding through separate vortices in Figure (b).

• Trains of vortices also appear in the knarled cypress trees
found in many of Van Gogh’s late paintings such as St
Paul’s Hospital, (1889) of Figure (a)

• and perfectly embody the bark and knots of the cypress
tree in Figure (b).



Sculpure

Manuel Baez

• Professor, architect and artist

• sculptures reminiscent of complex forms
from nature out of bamboo sticks and rubber
bands





Music

• 1/f noise spectrum
7→7→7→ sound between brownian
motion
7→7→7→ musical note determined
by the previous note
7→7→7→ tones randomly chosen
leading to chaotic sound

• White noise randomly
chosen leading to a chaotic
sound.

• Music 7→7→7→ edge of chaos



↓↓↓ Elements of Molas’ outfits, Kuna (Tule) tribe — Panama, Colombia.

Shipibo-Conibo embroidering — Ucayali River, Amazon rainforest, Perù. ↑↑↑



Shipibo-Conibo embroidering — Ucayali River, Amazon rainforest, Perù. ↑↑↑



↓↓↓ Sheikh Lotfollah Mosque (Iran).



Cymatics

.

• modal
vibrational
phenom-
ena.

• term
coined by
Hans
Jenny
(1904-
1972),



Cymatics on water

.

↑↑↑ Alexander Lauterwasser (born in 1951) is a German researcher and photographer



Video Feedback

• 1950’s: Nuisance, noise

• 1960’s to present
Entertainement —
cyberdelism

• 1984 Science: J.P.
Crutchfield

• 2007 Philosophy: D.
Hofstadter: ”I am a strange
loop”



Video feedback

↑↑↑ J.P. Crutchfield Space–time dynamics in
video feedback

optical

• zoom : spatial magnification

• focus : image clarity

• f/stop : attenuation of incident light

• rotation: angle of monitor and camera rasters

electronic camera

• light level: adjust sensitivity of camera electronic monitor :

• brightness : variation of overall intensity signal

• contrast : amplifies dynamic range of intensity

• color: attenuates colors signals to black and white

• hue: relative signal of strenght of colors.







D. Hofstadter noticed:

[...] ”At some point during the
experiment, I accidentally stuck my
hand momentarily in front of
camera’s lens. Of course the screen
went all dark, but when I removed
my hand, the previous pattern did
not just pop back onto the
screen...Instead I saw a different
pattern, unlike anything I’d seen
before, and was not stationary” [...]

I Am a Strange Loop (2007) by
Douglas Hofstadter


